Comparison of different schemes to treat long-range electrostatic interactions in molecular dynamics simulations of a protein crystal.
Eight molecular dynamics simulations of a ubiquitin crystal unit cell were performed to investigate the effect of different schemes to treat the long-range electrostatic interactions as well as the need to include counter ions. A crystal system was chosen as the test system, because the higher charge density compared with a protein in solution makes it more sensitive to the way of treating the electrostatic interactions. Three different schemes of treating the long-range interactions were compared: straight cutoff, reaction-field approximation, and a lattice-sum method (P3M). For each of these schemes, two simulations were performed, one with and one without the counter ions. Two additional simulations with a reaction-field force and different initial placements of the counter ions were performed to examine the effect of the initial positions of the ions. The inclusion of long-range electrostatic interactions using either a reaction-field or a lattice-sum method proved to be necessary for the simulation of crystals. These two schemes did not differ much in their ability to reproduce the crystallographic structure. The inclusion of counter ions, on the other hand, seems not necessary for obtaining a stable simulation. The initial positions of the ions have a visible but small effect on the simulation.